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THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER'Not remotely preachy' - The Times'Jaunty, shrewd and
convincing' - Sunday Telegraph'Admirably honest, light, bubbly and remarkably rarely annoying.'
- Alice O'Keeffe, Guardian'Truthful, modern and real' - Stylist'Brave, witty and brilliantly written' -
Marie ClaireEver sworn off alcohol for a month and found yourself drinking by the 7th? Think
there's 'no point' in just one drink? Welcome! There are millions of us. 64% of Brits want to drink
less.Catherine Gray was stuck in a hellish whirligig of Drink, Make horrible decisions, Hangover,
Repeat. She had her fair share of 'drunk tank' jail cells and topless-in-a-hot-tub
misadventures.But this book goes beyond the binges and blackouts to deep-dive into uncharted
territory: What happens after you quit drinking? This gripping, heart-breaking and witty book
takes us down the rabbit-hole of an alternative reality. A life with zero hangovers, through sober
weddings, sex, Christmases and breakups.In The Unexpected Joy of Being Sober, Catherine
Gray shines a light on society's drink-pushing and talks to top neuroscientists and psychologists
about why we drink, delving into the science behind what it does to our brains and bodies.Much
more than a tale from the netherworld of addicted drinking, this book is about the escape, and
why a sober life can be more intoxicating than you ever imagined. Whether you're a hopelessly
devoted drinker, merely sober-curious, or you've already ditched the drink, you will love this
book.'Haunting, admirable and enlightening' - The Pool'A riveting, raw, yet humorous memoir
with actionable advice.' -Annie Grace, author of This Naked Mind 'Like listening to your best
friend teach you to be sober. Lighthearted but serious, it's packed with ideas, tools, tips and,
most importantly, reasons for living a sober life.'- Eric Zimmer, host of podcast The One You
Feed'Gray's fizzy writing succeeds in making this potentially boring-as-hell subject both
engaging and highly seductive' - The Bookseller'Her exquisitely crafted thoughts on the joys of
being sober are not only deeply honest and pragmatic, but she manages to infuse tons of
humor. This is a delightful, informative, and compelling read for all those who are sober or
seeking sobriety.' - Sasha Tozzi, Huffington Post'No other author writes about sober living with
as much warmth or emotional range as Catherine Gray. Her deep insight into the subtle
psychologies of drinking, and of life, means that everything she writes is both utterly relatable
and stretches our minds. Hers is a rare wisdom.' - Dr Richard Piper, CEO, Alcohol Change UK

About the AuthorCatherine Gray is an award-winning writer and editor. She has worked on staff
for magazines such as Cosmopolitan, GLAMOUR and the Sun's Fabulous supplement. She has
written as a freelancer for publications like Stylist, Marie Claire, YOU, Women's Health, Grazia,
the Guardian, Shortlist, BBC Earth, Emerald Street, Heat and the Daily Mail.When she's not
writing, Catherine can generally be found trying to do crow pose in yoga and failing, watching
low-brow TV meant for American teens, chatting up cute dogs in the park, or spending money



on holidays when she should be saving it. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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‘Hard to put down! This book combines a riveting, raw yet humorous memoir with actionable and
well researched advice for anyone looking for the joy of a sober lifestyle. Catherine Gray
combines storytelling and science, creating a throughly readable and unexpectedly educational
read. Her contribution to this genre is truly unique. Not only entertaining; it holds a universe of
hope for the reader. I highly recommend this wonderful book.’Annie Grace, author of This Naked
Mind: Control Alcohol. Find Freedom, Discover Happiness & Change Your Life‘Like listening to
your best friend teach you to be sober. Light-hearted but serious, it’s packed with ideas, tools,
tips and, most importantly, reasons for living a sober life. This book is excellent.’Eric Zimmer,
host of podcast The One You Feed‘Catherine’s writing style and voice captivate me. She has a
way of translating her story into an experience I don’t want to end. I want to drink every drop she
produces.’Holly Whitaker, founder of Hip Sobriety School and co-presenter of Home
podcast‘This book is great. A balanced, informative and entertaining mélange of memoir,
sociology and psychology. I identified very strongly with huge sections of it.’Jon Stewart, guitarist
of Sleeper and Leaving AA, Staying Sober blogger‘Sober is too often equated with “sombre” in
our culture. Gray’s book turns that idea on its head. Her experience of sobriety is joyful and life-
affirming. A must-read for anyone who has a nagging suspicion that alcohol may be taking away
more than it’s giving.’Hilda Burke, psychotherapist and couples counsellor‘Catherine Gray really
captures the FUN we can have in sobriety. This book challenges the status quo; sobriety sounds
as liberating as taking a trip to the jungle. Fun and inspirational. What an important book for our
time! A joy to read.’Samantha Moyo, founder of Morning Gloryville‘This book is a gamechanger.
Everyone deserves to have Catherine hold their hand as they navigate the new world of not
drinking – whether exploring alcohol-free periods or going for full on sobriety – and this book
enables just that. Wise, funny and so relatable, The Unexpected Joy of Being Sober adds colour
to the “dull” presumption that often comes with not drinking. A book for the times as sobriety
continues to be the “wellness trend to watch”. Keep it in your bag as you navigate the world of
not drinking, and let Catherine lead the way for you as she re-defines sobriety in the 21st
century.’Laurie, Girl & Tonic blogger‘Brave, witty and brilliantly written. It’ll make you look at life
through sharper eyes. What a revelation.’Tracy Ramsden, features editor, Marie Claire‘Gray’s
fizzy writing succeeds in making this potentially boring-as-hell subject both engaging and highly
seductive’The BooksellerCONTENTSPrefaceIntroductionI: THE NIGHTCRAWLING
NETHERWORLDII: LEARNING TO BE SOBERIII: NATURE, RATHER THAN NIGHTCLUBSIV:
BEING NICERV: SOCIALIZING SOBERVI: THE BOOZE-FREE BODY AND BRAINVII: DATING
AND SEXVIII: ROLLING WITH THE PUNCHES WITHOUT DRINKINGIX: UNPLUGGING FROM
THE ALCOHOL MATRIXX: BOOZEHOUNDS DEBUNKEDXI: CHOOSE YOUR OWN SOBER
ADVENTURESOURCESACKNOWLEDGEMENTSHOW TO USE THIS EBOOKSelect one of
the chapters from the main contents list and you will be taken straight to that chapter.Look out
for linked text (which is blue) throughout the ebook that you can select to help you navigate
between related sections.PREFACEJoan Didion, the super-cool American essayist, said, ‘I don’t
know what I think until I write it down.’ And that’s how I was. I didn’t know what I thought about



drinking and sobriety, until I started writing about it.I didn’t intend to write a book. At all. If I time
travelled right now back to 2013 and said, ‘you’re going to write a book about this one day’ to the
Drinking Me who was desperately trying to hide her empty bottles, shaking hands and shattered
soul, she would have been horrified. She would have howled with shame.The me of 2013
wanted to shrink into the wallpaper like a nifty chameleon, not step out and hang a sign around
her neck saying ‘sober!’ It’s absolutely the pinnacle of irony that I have fulfilled the lifelong dream
of publishing a book, by revealing the very secret I spent years trying to conceal. But, I like irony.I
started out by writing long posts and comments on secret sober groups on Facebook. I noticed
how that straightened out my conflicted desires (Drink! Don’t drink. Drink! Don’t drink). After
writing I felt a lot less like drinking. Writing felt like tipping the jumbled contents of my head onto a
table and slotting them neatly together, like a jigsaw puzzle. Pictures formed. So, I started writing
privately too. I remember sitting down at two weeks sober and finding that 3,000 words flowed
out of me like water from a finally-turned-on hosepipe. Phew. I felt unburdened. So, I did it again,
and again, and again, until I had 200,000 words of…total nonsense. Which I then began to
slowly shape into a book.This book took three years of a-bit-here, a-bit-there, to write. For the
first two years of that, I absolutely intended to don the cloak of a pseudonym. I said to people, ‘I
can’t talk about the shakes, about morning drinking, about promiscuity, about the wind-chime
tinkle of tiny bottles in my bag, under my real name. HELL NO.’But then I slowly realized that the
people I admired the most in the sober-sphere are those who have chosen to step away from the
shadows. Those who are fully ‘out’. I was inspired by the ‘I am not anonymous’ movement*, a
series of beautiful portraits of sober people. I realized that if I hid behind a fake name, I would
effectively be saying that growing addicted to booze, or getting sober, are things to be ashamed
of. Which they’re really not. I am no longer remotely ashamed. Unveiling some of these personal
details puts me well out of my comfort zone, it’s true. But nothing truly great ever happens in your
comfort zone.Stigmas grow in the shadowlands. So, let’s floodlight the sober movement. Alcohol
is an addictive drug. There’s no shame in not being able to use it moderately. You are not
unusual if you can’t stop at one or two. You’re not broken. Or weak. You’re actually the norm. Two-
thirds of Brits are drinking more than they intend to.We should be able to drop ‘I don’t drink’ or
‘I’m teetotal’ or ‘I’m taking a break from drinking’ into conversation just as smoothly as we say ‘I
don’t eat meat’ or ‘I’m a non-smoker’ or ‘I’m taking a break from dairy’. There shouldn’t be any
cringe around choosing to do something positive for your body and well-being.Our thinking
about drinking, as a society, is wonky. Drinking is not inevitable. Or compulsory. We don’t need to
have a doctor’s note to excuse us from swan-diving into wine. We don’t have to be driving to say
‘no ta’. And it’s not just recovering alcoholics, like me, who can choose not to drink.We have a
collective shame around feeling like we’re ‘failing’ at alcohol. We’ve been conditioned into that
hangdog shame. We’ve been taught to hide away our struggles with alcohol. It’s high time that
changed. It’s a moonshot goal, but I’m hoping this book will help re-brand and re-align how
people see sobriety. I hope this will start the ‘I’m-drinking-too-much-and-I-don’t-know-how-to-
stop’ conversation. Instead of sobriety being something a clutch of ‘failed drinkers’ have to do,



it’s something we all get to do. If we choose it.I could say that I wrote this book purely for Britain’s
boozehounds, as a selfless exercise. I could say I martyred myself and bared my questionable
past, to show other people how rad sobriety is. But, I did it as much for myself, as I did for you.
Writing this helped me immeasurably. So, thank you for having me. For buying these pages that
got me, and keep me, joyfully sober.*Check out . It’s ace.INTRODUCTIONSoberAdjective1 Not
affected by alcohol2 Serious, sensible and solemn3 Muted in colourSynonyms: not intoxicated,
grave, staid, businesslike, strict, puritanical, no-nonsense, plain, severe, austere, conservative,
unadventurous, quiet, drab, plain.Antonyms: drunk, light-hearted, frivolous, sensational,
emotional, flamboyant.*This is what I thought for twenty years:‘Sod that. Being sober sounds so
dull. I do not want to live in that grey, businesslike, cold and unadventurous place. I want to live in
the technicolour, sensational, opposite-of-sober instead. Let’s open another bottle!’As a
teenager, I had a handmade photo frame above my bed. Inside it, there was a picture of my
friends and me, curled around each other like cross-eyed kittens, batfaced after having
smuggled ourselves aged 13 into a club after an Elastica gig. I’d dotted neon star stickers
around it and had written, ‘Reality is a hallucination brought on by lack of alcohol’ with my curly,
dramatic calligraphy pen. Why be sober, when you could be drunk?!Alcohol has long been up on
a throne. Anointed as the fun-king, the joy-giver, the golden gateway of social connection.
Whenever anything good happens, we automatically associate celebration with the pop, fizz and
glug of champagne. Meanwhile, being sober has been forever yawned at, shunned and marked
as ‘deprivation’. Memes smirk, ‘There’s a reason why “sober” and “so bored” sound almost
exactly the same.’ Greeting cards announce, ‘Wine: It’s like a hug from the inside.’ Pub
clapboards go viral with jibes like: ‘Alcohol. Because no great love story started with eating a
salad.’Great! So, drinking is divine and being sober sucks. Gotcha.However, if drinking is so
tremendous, if it’s such a bond creator, if it’s such a love-story trigger, then why do so many of us
desperately want to do less of it?WHY DO 43 PER CENT OF BRITISH WOMEN AND 84 PER
CENT OF BRITISH MEN WANT TO DRINK LESS, IF IT’S SO BRILLIANT? IF ALCOHOL IS SO
WONDERFUL, WHY DID FIVE MILLION PEOPLE SIGN UP TO DRY JANUARY IN 2017?
WEIRD CONTRADICTION, HUH?The reason the stats don’t reflect the ‘drinking-is-amazing-
let’s-do-more-of-it’ story, is because it’s not amazing. As a society, we have a blind spot when it
comes to booze. We’ve been brainwashed into believing it’s ace, into following each other like
lemmings to the pub, when deep down, we know it’s not. We know it’s bad for us. It causes soul-
crushing hangovers and skin-crawling anxiety. It kills five times more people in Britain than traffic
accidents. And yet, we bully each other into it, we drink-push, we even try to talk pregnant
women into drinking despite the new ‘just don’t do it’ guidelines.Why do we do this? Because
sobriety has such a bad rep. ‘You’re not drinking? Don’t be boring!’ Requests for soft drinks are
met with outrage in pubs. Phrases like ‘stone-cold sober’ and ‘sober as a judge’ only serve to
drive home this message. Nobody wants to be stony and cold; or preachy in a deeply
unflattering wig, beating a hammer and shouting ‘order, ORDER’.BEING SOBER SUCKS,
RIGHT?Back in 2013, I realized that I was hopelessly addicted to alcohol. I realized that if I



continued drinking, I was going to wind up drinking three-for-two wine in a bedsit, having
alienated my beloved friends and family, with no career to speak of, essentially committing a
very slow suicide through paint-stripper alcohol. I had an epiphany that unless I quit drinking, I
was not going to get the life I wanted.But, giving up drinking felt like an enormous loss. A
bereavement. I was convinced it brought fun and laughter to my life. I thought, ‘I will never date,
dance, party or feel truly relaxed ever again.’To my astonishment, I discovered that the actual
definition of a sober life should read something like this:SoberAdjective1 Not affected by
alcohol2 Bright, joyful and serene3 Dazzling in colourSynonyms: not intoxicated, authentic,
thoughtful, kind, quick-witted, chilled, clever, adventurous, exciting, capable, reliable, fun.I found
that I was about a million times happier sober than I ever had been while drinking. As were the
hundreds of sober pals I picked up along the way. I found myself with dozens more hours in the
week, heaps more energy, £23,000 more money over four years, deepened friendships, revived
family relationships, better skin, a tighter body, tanned legs for the first time ever, the ability to
sleep for eight uninterrupted hours, a bone-deep sense of well-being, a totally turned-around
positive outlook and an infinitely more successful career. What’s not to like?!I was no longer
stuck in the spiral of drink the world, snarf fried chicken, limp through work, repeat. My life had
shrunk into that sad little cycle. Sober, I felt free! My world got bigger. I spent all of my newfound
money on travelling. I made loads of new friends. I (eventually) stopped dating emotionally
unavailable knobheads. I even learned how to dance in public sober.See, ‘stone-cold sober’
needs a re-brand. It should be called ‘sunshine-warm sober’ instead. Because that’s what it feels
like. The loveliness of daylight, clarity and authentic social connection. Yes, you can no longer
drink that magical potion to take social situations from level-two ‘insecure’ to level-eight ‘pogo-
ing around a dancefloor’. You need to learn how to chug through levels three to seven for real,
rather than using the dark art of an addictive drug. But once you learn the superpower of
socializing sober, it never leaves you. And you’ll never want to go back.There are, of course,
things that I can’t do now I’m sober. Bummer. Those things are: snog people I don’t fancy, spend
time with people I don’t like, do the Macarena in front of 90 people, dance to music I hate and
laugh at jokes I don’t find funny. Hmmm. Not such a great loss, is it?BRITAIN IS SOBERING
UPIndeed, it’s not just me alighting on the unexpected joy of being sober. It’s not just me figuring
out that it’s way easier to have none at all, than to attempt ever-elusive ‘moderation’.Alcohol is a
highly addictive drug that is moreish, like all addictive drugs. We’re told we should be able to
‘take it or leave it’. So when we can’t stick to the recommended weekly units (I used to be able to
sink a bottle-and-a-half of wine in a night, frankly), we feel defective. Fretful. And we bury that
worry deep.A third of regular drinkers are worried that they drink too much; but 51 per cent of
them have done nothing about it. They feel paralysed, presumably. Sound familiar? Well, your
inability to drink a bottle-and-a-half a week is not unusual, it’s actually the norm. Because alcohol
is addictive. Simple.A quarter of British women and a fifth of Brits overall are now teetotal. ‘Dry
bars’ are popping up all across the land, while nightclubs close in their droves. Sober raves like
Morning Gloryville, are all the rage. Spending on booze, fags and drugs has fallen below £12 a



week for the first time ever.A RECENT SURVEY FOUND THAT 43 PER CENT OF BRITS WERE
TOTALLY TEETOTAL IN THE PAST WEEK; THE HIGHEST RECORDED PERCENTAGE SINCE
2005.Goliath brands such as Diageo, owner of Guinness, have responded to this by investing in
alcohol-free drinks like Seedlip. Magazines like Stylist are saying that ‘Being booze- and drug-
free is a status symbol’ and that ‘we can safely assume that alcohol is on the decline.’
Meanwhile, Grazia is running pieces about the ‘sober-curious’ movement. Elle is quoting doctors
on how toxic and dastardly alcohol is to skin, the Guardian is printing headlines such as ‘Sober
is the new drunk’, the Huffington Post is rolling with, ‘Why sober sex is much better than it
sounds’ and Men’s Health is saying that ‘Under the influence, men are prone to lose their keys,
car and dignity.’Millennials are at the forefront of this sober-curious revolution, with only three per
cent of them saying that drinking is an ‘essential part of socializing’, marking a massive sea
change from the generation before. There’s been a 40 per cent rise in millennials choosing to be
teetotal. Just as it’s becoming totally normal to swerve dairy or be mostly vegan, or to choose
spinning and brunch rather than pub and club, it’s becoming common, cool and even sought
after, to be sober.Once you see the world through sober eyes, it becomes clear that after one
drink, most people are indeed looser, quicker to laugh, unclenched. However, at drink three that
social alchemy begins to tarnish and rust. The looseness turns to sloppiness, the laughs
become too loud, the jokes become muddled, quiet confidence turns to arrogance, mascara
starts to smudge, cuddles become inappropriate. You’ll wish you could hoover the wine out of
their system and return them to being sober. People feel like they’re more charming, more sexy,
wittier and socially invincible after a few drinks. I know I did. But it’s a drug-induced illusion. Just
because we feel that way, it doesn’t mean we are that way.THE DRUNK-TO-SOBER RIDESo,
what’s this book all about? I’m going to take you through my boozehound-to-sober journey. It’s
going to be pretty gnarly at the beginning, so strap in and hold tight, as we descend the white-
water rapids of jail cells and morning drinking. We’re then going to plummet down a log flume at
the speed of a bullet train, into a pool of suicidal thoughts.But then, we’re going to do what most
boozy memoirs (nicknamed ‘quit lit’) spectacularly fail to do. We’re going to leave the fearsome
waters of ‘why drinking is frightful’, dry off and bob happily in a boat down a Disneyland-esque
lazy river, to have a look at ‘why sober is better’. The bulk of this book will be about the happy-
ever-after.We’ll look at why moderation is so bloody difficult to achieve and why most of us find it
impossible to stick to one or two. We’ll hear from experts on how putting booze into your brain
and body is like filling a petrol engine up with diesel. We’ll muse on how common it is for
introverts to drink their way into acting like extroverts, rather than embracing their quieter, more
thoughtful selves.We’ll marvel at how drink-pushy society is; delving into messages buried in
alcohol advertising and hard-drinking role models on TV. We’ll look at why ‘I don’t drink’ is so
much harder to say than ‘I don’t smoke’ or ‘I don’t snort coke’. We’ll talk about how you should be
unapologetic about making the decision not to drink, rather than feeling like a buzzkill. We’ll revel
in the wonder of a totally hangover-free life. I’ll tell you exactly what it’s like to go to a wedding,
deal with a job loss and kiss someone for the first time sober.But, it’s entirely up to you, what you



choose to do with the alternative reality that I unroll at your feet. I’m well aware that many people
reading this book have no interest in shooting for 100 per cent sobriety. I get it. I tried to keep
alcohol in my life for about five years after it was definitely time to kick it out. Like a relationship I
just couldn’t disentangle myself from.Just as people read a vegan book and decide to be 80 per
cent vegan, that might be your choice – to shoot for eight sober days out of ten. It might be that
all you want to commit to is three months off. It may be that the only consequences from your
drinking are the odd horrific hangover. You may be a four on the addicted-to-alcohol spectrum,
whereas I was a nine. It’s not my job to convince you to quit drinking.What is my job, however, is
to show you what life would be like if you did quit. To say: why not give it a whirl? Try being sober
for a while (I recommend at least 90 days). Then, you decide. But, I personally believe that totally
sober is the right call. Because why bother taking a drug, when you can feel, look and be so
much better without it?I have so much to tell you. Let’s begin.*An abridged version of the
definition of ‘sober’, and synonyms and antonyms for ‘sober’, listed in the Oxford Living
Dictionary.I: THENIGHTCRAWLINGNETHERWORLDI WAKE UP BEHIND BARSSUMMER
2007I wake up shivering. On a wafer-thin mattress. My head against a naked concrete wall. A
bare bulb above me. I squint against the unforgiving light, like a vampire shrinking from the
sunrise. Where the fuck am I? I struggle to sit up, hold my head in my hands for a while. Oof, that
hurts. If I was in a cartoon, stars would circle my head.I see bars blocking the windows. A brick
wall beyond. It looks like I’m in a jail cell. That can’t be right.‘Excuse me,’ I shout, through a foot-
thick door.No answer.‘EXCUSE ME’, in an imperious tone, as if I’m not being served in a
restaurant.A police officer swooshes a partition open with a snap and peers in at me, through a
porthole.‘Where am I?’ I demand.‘Brixton police station,’ he replies, patiently.‘Why?’‘You were
arrested last night for being drunk and disorderly. A police officer was trying to help you get
home. You told her to eff off.’I pause, as the blood-freezing horror of my predicament chills me. I
recall snatches of talking to a nice but weary doctor, who asked me how much I’d drunk, asked
me to walk in a straight line. I have zero memory of a police officer.‘Well, can I leave now?’‘Nope.
Doctor says you’ll be sober enough to leave at 9am.’‘But I have to be at work at 9.30am! I have to
be getting on the train at 8.30!’‘Sorry, that’s just how it is…You seem like a nice enough girl, why
did you drink so much?’I have no response. The truth is, I don’t know how to answer his ‘why?’ I
never really feel like I have a choice. Once I start drinking, I finish. And 99.9 per cent of the time, I
get trashed. Hammered. Wasted. Lifting the wine once seems to lead to me lifting it until I can no
longer lift it, because I’ve run out of money, or my friend is making me go home, or all the bars
have shut, or indeed, because I’m unconscious in a jail cell.I’m outraged. How dare they
incarcerate me for simply swearing? Whatever happened to freedom of speech? Or is that an
American thing? I desperately need the loo, but the only option is a very non-private one in the
corner, and they could slide the partition back open at any time. I feel like a caged animal.It’s a
work day! I need to be at work. I should be showering now. Trying to firefight last night’s damage
to my hair and face. At 9am they finally release me. I have to pay a £90 fine, but I won’t be
charged, or have to go to court. I’ve been let off lightly. I should be grateful. Instead, I’m



fuming.‘I’ll just get your belongings,’ an officer says.He seems to be amused about something.
He seems like he’s trying not to laugh.I harumph and sigh deeply at his delay. Well, at least I still
have my handbag. Small mercies.He hands me a plastic evidence bag. Inside, there’s a tiny,
watermelon-pink, glittery child’s hairbrush. A TINY PINK HAIRBRUSH. That’s it. I’ve never seen
this hairbrush before. No handbag, no keys, no phone, no money, no cards, no nothing. I redden
with shame and further outrage, stomping out of the police station, muttering about filing a
complaint.I manage to get into my flat because my freelance flatmate hasn’t left for his meeting
yet. ‘Jeez, what happened to you?’ he says, stepping back with alarm when he claps eyes on
me.I crawl into bed and call my boyfriend from the house phone to tell him what happened. (He
is the only person I ever, ever tell, until six years later, when I get sober.) He tells work he has a
family emergency and comes around to cuddle me while I cry. About how unfair it all is. Of
course I got hammered at the free-drinks work party, doesn’t everyone?! If only that stupid do-
gooder police officer hadn’t tried to help me, I’m sure I would have found my own way home.I roll
into work four hours late. My lovely boss called me at 10.30am on my landline saying that she’d
heard I was in a state last night, and to sleep a little more, have some tea and recover, before
coming in. Talk about forgiving! But judging by the long-suffering look on her face when I walk
into the office, I don’t think she meant for me to take half of the day off. (I later get told in a kindly,
gentle performance review that she was ‘very disappointed’ in me that day. Understatement of
the century.)Last night was the work summer party, so everyone knows why I’m so late, everyone
knows I’m hungover as hell, and everyone is crazily unimpressed. ‘We managed to get to work
on time, and we’re hungover too, why couldn’t you?’ one workmate says. I keep my head down
and long for home time.I try to pinpoint where my memory starts skipping and fuzzing, like an
illegal DVD. Around 9pm, when it was still light. Apparently, we went from the pub on to Beach
Blanket Babylon, a fantastically opulent bar that looks like a Greek god’s palace, and where the
golden-heeled Chelsea set hang. I have no memory of being in there. Apparently, I got kicked
out, for being off my face.Then, I was told I got into a cab around midnight with some colleagues
back to Brixton, where my fairly new flat share is. But I couldn’t remember my address. Nope. No
idea where I lived. So they dropped me on Brixton Hill, a five-minute walk away, because I knew
it was somewhere near there. And then I must have encountered the police officer while trying to
lurch home. Who arrested me for being drunk and disorderly, as well she should.In Brixton, no
less. For those of you who don’t know this part of South London, it’s really, really difficult to get
arrested for being drunk and disorderly in Brixton. Back in 2007, it was the kind of place where
you got offered drugs by ‘psssst’-dealers when you exited the tube at 6pm. Post 9pm, it was utter
bedlam.This was well before Brixton started to become hipster-gentrified and rolled in chia
seeds, this was way before the vintage market and the polished noodle bars, years before the
cocktails in jam jars and the overpriced vinyl and the Reformer Pilates studios, yonks before the
bearded elite of London drove their MGs in and began driving the prices up.This was when
Brixton was still grimy. When the residents were still as poor as church mice. It was where you
went when you couldn’t get in anywhere else. The end of the night, the end of the road, the end



of the world. You could get into my favourite pubs there, the Dogstar, Mango Landing and
Hootananny, even if you were blackout drunk and could barely stand. Which was probably why
they were my favourite pubs.I once saw a woman get off a bus in Brixton at 2am, have a poo on
the side of the street, and then get back onto the bus like ‘what?’, as if she’d just popped off to
pick up a forgotten shopping bag. Drinking excessively was child’s play in Brixton back then; I
saw people shoot up in the park. It was the Babylonian corner of London where you could be a
total maniac and blend into the maniac wallpaper, because there was always someone drunker
or more aggressive or more nuts than you.So, it’s almost impressive that I managed to outshine
the motley crew of other drunks that night and bag a place in one of the scarce cells. I must have
been a real piece o’ work.I don’t drink that Friday night, after waking up in the cell. But on
Saturday, I get back on it. Of course I do. I think I deserve to. I think it’s still fun, despite the
horrifying experience I have had a mere 32 hours previous.My life has become a zoetrope.
Those spinning toys where you look through the slats and see a sketched figure doing the same
thing over and over. Just like that figure, I feel stuck in a pre-destined sequence, a rut of kismet.
Drink, hangover, squirm from beneath the consequences, recover, drink, hangover, squirm…It
seems inevitable, this hellish whirligig. How do I get off? How do I emancipate myself from this
repetitive sequence? Draw a new one? The enormity of it hurts my brain. I don’t know how. So I
drink more instead.GETTING SMASHED IN SUBTERRANEAN SOHO‘Drinking steals
happiness from tomorrow’– UNKNOWNThe first time I got drunk I felt like I’d finally unzipped my
‘wrong’ skin and slipped into a slinky new one. One that felt ridiculously right. One without the
spiky inhibitions. It was like taking off chainmail and slipping into a heavenly silk gown.More than
four in ten people who start drinking before the age of 15 will eventually become addicted to
alcohol. I was 12 when I started. As an incredibly nervous kid, I began to believe that relief
resided in bottles. That great stories were at the bottom of glasses. That booze was anaesthetic
for my ever-present anxiety.Before drinking, my life had felt terribly dull. I started out with the
classy combo of drinking White Lightning cider in the car park of McDonald’s. By the age of 13, I
was clubbing up to three times a week. My best mate and I fell in with a crowd of 17-year-olds
who dressed us up in their clothes, helped us with our make-up and snuck us into The Venue
and The Dorchester in Wolverhampton.I was an indie kid, a grebo, who burned incense until my
room stank of sandalwood, pierced my nose with a tiny silver stud, hennaed my hair and
completed the effect with Doc Marten’s and tiny flowery dresses. I pored over Melody Maker and
the NME, and waited outside HMV the day the new Weezer album was out. I basically wanted to
be Angela Chase in My So-Called Life.Magazines were my obsession; an escape from my
humdrum existence. Every Wednesday I would hotfoot it to the newsagents with 70p in my hand,
to buy Just Seventeen, and then trip over myself as I walked to the bus-stop reading it. Later, I
became obsessed with Minx, 19, Glamour and Cosmopolitan. I read about Justine Elastica and
Sonya Echobelly and Marijne Salad and Louise Sleeper running around Soho and Camden. I
wanted to go join them but I lived in Dudley, a running joke of a backwater Black Country town.
People literally laughed in my face when I said I lived in Dudley.Life was too sharp, too painful,



too real and too loud when I was sober. Drinking softened the edges and blurred the clarity. It
turned an intimidating Andy Warhol pop-art world into a misty Monet watercolour. Sober,
nightclub dancefloors were about as appealing as the Mad Max Thunderdome. Drunk, they were
my domain. It made me party-ready when I was party-meh. But, it wasn’t real. That me was not
me.Blackouts were commonplace right from the get-go. I thought everyone experienced lost
hours of nights out – turns out they don’t. I thought everyone felt jangly-nerved and ill-fitting until
they’d had a drink – turns out they don’t. I’d always felt like I was on the outside, looking into
social situations, never quite able to fully shed my inhibitions and engage. Booze opened the
door, beckoned me in from the cold and thrust me into the thick of the party.I only attended
about a quarter of my lectures at university and yet, I managed to somehow scrape a 2:1, like a
magician summoning coins from their sleeve. I thought I was addicted to going out with my
mates, but the truth was, when all of my uni friends vacated the town for the summer and I
stayed on to work my bar job, I still drank just as hard. With any company I could find, including
the dubious regulars at the pub. Are you a big drinker? Great! Let’s get blitzed.I wrote dozens of
letters begging for work experience on magazines. I spent a year doing a dull job in marketing to
save money. I finally got my toe through the door and after a year of hardscrabble interning at
Glamour and Cosmopolitan, I was offered a junior role at the latter.I LAND IN SOHOI loved my
job and worked dang hard. But, my job came with a catch. A catch that I regarded as a boon. My
job gave me access to nightly parties. I could drink most nights for free, if I wanted to. I wanted
to.I made the louche underbelly of Soho my home, chasing the night right until the end. I learned
where the secret subterranean speakeasy bar was, Trisha’s, hidden behind a gleaming
cornflower-blue residential door, and learned the code word to get in. Trisha’s was cluttered with
tat, it reeked of fags, the wallpaper was peeling and the wine was warm. It never closed though,
so it was my nirvana.I watched Amy Winehouse perform an impromptu gig in a scruffy cubby-
hole of a jazz bar on Greek Street. As she sang, ‘They tried to make me go to rehab, I said no,
no, no’ I sang along. ‘She can barely stand,’ my mate whispered to me. I shrugged. I thought she
was cool.I blagged my way into the VIP room of a spangled casino hotel by saying I was Delta
Goodrem (if you squinted, and it was very dark, I could have been back then, just). My mate and
I (he was supposedly Brian McFadden, her boyfriend at the time) shared the living-room-sized
space of the VIP with Victoria Beckham and Gordon Ramsay. We danced with them to Britney.
Until the barman kindly escorted us out. VB sent us a bottle of champagne as a consolation
prize.I hung out in a handsome ‘50s mahogany-panelled, cigar-scented member’s bar, with a
Mafia-esque vibe, where men with magnificent moustaches would have cradled brandy and
struck business deals. As I was leaving one night, I saw Christian Slater. I bounced over and told
him I’d loved him in Pump Up the Volume. He said, ‘Hang on, don’t go’ and invited me to join him
for a drink. He said he liked my name, and rolled it around on his tongue like a butter candy. Cath-
er-ine Graaaay.I stayed out until 6am doing karaoke with Johnny Vegas. That night, rather than
going home, which was pointless, I napped in the ladies’ toilet at the Cosmopolitan offices,
where I worked, and tried to wash myself in the sink.I wangled backstage tickets to Live 8 and



met Madonna, Sting, Snoop Dogg, Paris Hilton, the Kaiser Chiefs, Richard Ashcroft and the
Stereophonics, collecting celebrity handshakes like I was collecting face cards during a game of
poker. After the concert I drank with Jo Whiley and Fearne Cotton, pow-wowing about who was
the best act. Sunshiny Fearne and I hit it off. She invited me to an after-show party with
Razorlight. ‘Please come. I need a wingwoman.’I smoked weed with Finley Quaye. Stephen Dorff
invited me to a Girls Aloud gig. Marco Pierre White told me he loved me at the end of our
interview and invited me to dine anytime at his restaurant for free, which I never got around to
doing, because, well, drinking got in the way. Eating was cheating. I always went for drinks, not
dinner, even a free Michelin-starred dinner. I judged people who left wine on the table as harshly
as I judge people who leave dogs in hot cars.I was flown to Washington, DC first class when I
worked at Glamour, and put up in an elegant five-star hotel to interview Reese Witherspoon. The
moment the interview was in the bag, I went to a pavement cafe amid the rainbow townhouses
of Georgetown and sank wine after wine, telling myself I was ‘experiencing’ DC. (It makes me
want to cry that I didn’t actually explore that great city.) I was invited to the White House to meet
Michelle Obama the next day (along with about 100 other people). Even though I was scrubbed
and coiffed for my trip to The White House, my hangover was bone-deep. When Michelle looked
at me, shook my hand and said ‘hello’, her forehead furrowed with concern. (Smart woman,
Michelle.)This was the dream, no? This was the kind of life everyone wanted. My friends kept
telling me how jealous they were of my job. I worked my tail off during the day and shook my
tailfeather at night. I took the odd night off and pounded my urge to drink into submission at the
gym.But inside, cracks were beginning to show. I lived in a state of perpetual alarm that I would
be busted, for lying about fictitious food poisoning, or that my blackout tryst with my male co-
worker would be revealed. Fear ate away at me like invisible termites inside the walls of a house.
My very structure and foundations were beginning to falter.THE PARTY ROAD TOLLThe
partying took its physical toll. Calling in sick to work became a regular occurrence. I told myself
that because I never phoned in sick when I was actually ill (instead I would inflict my infections
upon my co-workers, which was nice of me) I deserved a few hangover sickies. I used to note
them in my calendar so that I knew how many I’d taken that year. Why did I deserve days off
when my other hard-working colleagues didn’t take them? Dunno. I felt like the world owed me a
favour somehow.The hangovers that I saved my sick days for were the paralyzing ones. The
times when I felt I literally could not move from my bed for the entire day. Or the times when I
woke up wearing last night’s clothes, on the other side of London from my flat, at 10am (which
was often).I was often cautioned about having too many sick days in work reviews by my
managers. They would make embarrassed jokes about me perhaps needing to take more
vitamins, or gently temper the criticism with praise on how great my work ethic was the rest of
the time. In the big picture, I was getting away with it. I was promoted again and again. I won an
award for being Best Editorial Newcomer, and was shortlisted for another.Nonetheless, the
words ‘can I have a word with you?’ or a jokey ‘I have a bone to pick with you’ could send me into
a terrified spin. My post-spin strategy? Patching up my hungover face and charging out into



London to do it all over again.I suffered from Wishful Drinking. Tonight would be the night I
cracked it. The night I would have two drinks in the pub, laugh with my friends and go home, rosy-
faced and aglow with wine, to make a stir-fry and have an early night. Tomorrow would be the
morning I would actually get up and go for the 7am run before work, rather than groaning and
stabbing at the alarm to make it stop. Like the desert spring the dying man crawls towards
endlessly, but never reaches, I was never able to locate that oasis.My ideal ‘tonight’ and
‘tomorrow’ remained shimmering in the distance. The vegetables for the stir-fry always lost their
will to live in my fridge. It was always the same last-orders outcome. The same dejected night
bus, the same urgent scrabbling in the morning, standing in the shower willing the water to wash
off my shame, the same bacon sandwich at my desk with a full-fat Coke.I was scared to sit still.
To stay in. To take a long hard look at myself. If I kept going out, kept drinking, kept running this-a-
way and that-a-way, I wouldn’t have to actually confront what I’d become. A fraud, beneath the
sequined dress and make-up. A liar who didn’t actually want to lie but kept finding herself in
situations where the options were: a) get dumped by your boyfriend, b) lie. Or, a) get sacked, b)
lie. Or, a) get kicked out of your house by your flatmate, b) lie.Lying was simply something I had
to do to survive.Sometimes I had to write down the lies to remember them accurately. I would
rehearse them in a soft voice in my room before seeing the unfortunate recipient of the lie, like
an actor running lines. The thing with lying to everyone, to varying degrees? No one ever truly
knows you. Which is a really lonely place to live.But I also felt indignant. Why did the universe
keep curve-balling these impossible dilemmas and predicaments my way?! It wasn’t fair. I truly
could not see that booze was a villain, rather than a hero. I thought it was the pain-remover,
rather than the source of the pain. And I couldn’t see that I was complicit. I was happening to life;
life wasn’t just happening to hapless me. I was the architect of my own destruction every single
time, along with my trusty sidekick, wine.An unnamed dread spread inside me like an ink blot.
My fear that something Godawful was about to happen became more and more urgent. The
‘watched’ feeling grew. I was convinced people were starting to notice. I felt like cornered quarry.
The only thing that drowned the dread, that pulverized the paranoia, was more wine.FAKE
BONDSAt any given party, my real friends would leave at a semi-sensible time. They could drink
(otherwise they wouldn’t have been my friends at all, frankly) but they couldn’t drink like me. Hell
no. So, come 1am, when I was just getting warmed up, I would find myself short of a
wingwoman.No matter, though. I would generally have spotted and already started grooming a
BBF (Boozy Best Friend) for the night. As Sacha Z. Scoblic writes in the brilliant Unwasted: My
Lush Sobriety, ‘Already living life underwater, I grabbed at other people’s legs as they swam by
and tried to pull them down with me.’I would cozy up to her and, with the help of several glasses
of intimacy-accelerator, we would bond. Only, it was a totally fake bond. A ‘fond’, as I like to call
it. We would stumble around a dancefloor together and then find a lock-in and shout at each
other until dawn. Disclose relationship woes, bitch about mutual friends/work colleagues,
recount dark episodes from our childhood. Y’know, the secret stuff that you really only tell people
after you’ve known them for, oh, around three solid years. All of that would come tumbling out,



on the wine waterslide.The next time I saw my BBF, it would be excruciatingly awkward. Willing-a-
meteor-to-hit-you awkward. Scanning-the-street-for-a-car-to-throw-yourself-under awkward. We
would be crawling into work late. Or bump into each other in the supermarket. And the cringe
would begin. ‘So, last night/week was crazy, huh? Errr…’ The vestiges of our newfound affection
nowhere to be found.I reasoned that the lack of alcohol was the problem. The fact we were both
now sober was the reason these encounters were butt-clenchingly bad. My addictive voice said
that wine was the fairy dust new friendships needed. That without it, things weren’t as magical,
like a snow globe before you shake it. We just needed to get drunk together again, and then the
shimmer would start to dust us once more.The truth was actually the polar opposite. We had
accelerated to levels of intimacy that it takes years to build. And in the sober light of day, our
‘fond’ became exposed for what it actually was: a sham.I START TO LOSE MORE THAN MY
BAGAlcohol unlocked my true self, I thought. I was willing to pay for that luxury. Sober, I just felt
wrong.What I didn’t know was how terribly high the price was going to be. It was going to cost
me friends, familial love, many boyfriends, the respect of my colleagues and all of my self-
esteem. It was going to place me in dangerous situations – scenarios in which it was amazing I
wasn’t killed.The pace was glacial, over the next 21 years. The scary times were one in a
hundred. Then they were one in ten. Then every other time. Then just every single time. But I’d
long forgotten there was an alternative.Addiction has an imperceptible grip, that tightens ever-so-
gradually. Nobody wakes up one day and suddenly can’t stop drinking. The progression is
apparent to others perhaps, but mostly dismissed with quizzical glances. However, the person
themselves is usually totally oblivious, because they are shrouded deep in denial. Deep, deep,
deep in denial.For me, addiction manifested itself in the breaking of hundreds of tiny rules. Tiny
threads that tethered me to the ground snapped, one by one. The rules of Normal Drinking. I
never thought I’d use my last grocery money to buy wine; until I did. I never thought I’d drink in
the morning; until I did. And once you’ve broken a rule once, it becomes very easy to break it
again. And again.FAILED MODERATION ATTEMPTS‘Trying to have “just one drink of alcohol” is
like trying to knock just one domino down in a huge line of them.’– CRAIG BECK, ALCOHOL
LIED TO MEIn 2009, it became clear to me that I did not have a grip on my drinking. At all.Now
that I wasn’t in my early 20s, when you’re ‘supposed’ to be a hellraiser, I was starting to worry. I
had noticed that my friends’ drinking was slowing down, as mine sped up. They were decreasing
their intake as the demands of their jobs increased. I wasn’t. They could drink one or two on a
week night and go home. I…couldn’t.My drinking had previously proffered cute, funny stories.
Like the time I tried to open the door to my flat, that I shared with a girl called Nat. My key
wouldn’t work. WTF? A man opened the door. ‘Who are you?!’ I asked, outraged. ‘What have you
done with Nat?’ I peered behind him, willing to fight if I saw a gagged-and-bound Nat. Of course,
I was trying to get into the wrong flat. He patiently explained this to me, several times, before I
stopped trying to rescue Nat from this flat-hijacker. The next day I left them a bottle of wine (what
other present could they possibly want) as a gift with an apology note.So. There were less funny
stories these days. And more scary stories that I kept secret. Like a wet gremlin fed after



midnight, my drinking had mutated from fluffy to frightening. It’d grown teeth and claws. I would
go out, totally intending to be home by 10.30pm to watch Lost before bed and get a solid eight
hours’ sleep; I would end up getting home at 2am, steaming, on a school night, having spent the
last £20 in my bank account on the cab.It was so demoralizing, never being able to live up to my
best intentions. What I wanted to do, and what I ended up doing, never matched. My friends
turned my name into a verb that was shorthand for getting obliterated and rolling home in the
wee hours – ‘I got “Cathed” last night.’ People frequently called me ‘trouble’. They did so
affectionately. But I was. I was trouble.At 8am, the morning after a big night, I would lay down a
cast-iron rule that I would not. drink. that. night. Definitely not. No drinking tonight.No way! But my
mind would slowly dismantle it, as the day rolled on. By 3pm, the rule had been chucked out of
the window, and I was sending out a blanket text to ten friends saying ‘drink tonight?’ I didn’t
care who I went out with, really: as long as I went out.The dark side of my drinking had become
horror-show scary. I was terrified that I was going to lose my lovely job at Glamour, my lovely flat
with my best mate from university and my lovely boyfriend, if I continued. So, I decided to take
control of booze (ha). I bought a beautiful golden notebook and started a ‘drink less’ project
within it. I would outfox alcohol! I wrote curly, thoughtful notes in it about how much my life would
improve if I stopped getting wankered all the time.In the golden book that was going to help me
drink less (yes it was), I wrote ‘our secrets make us sick’ and underlined it three times. Drew
stars either side of it. I felt like my secrets were making me sick. I didn’t know where I’d heard
that phrase but it had snuck into my brain and rattled around in there for years. Like a coin that
finds its way into the lining of a jacket.And so, with the advent of the golden ‘drink less’ book,
began my many, many failed moderation attempts:1. NOT KEEPING ‘SPARE’ ALCOHOL IN
THE HOUSEIt was becoming indisputable that if I bought a bottle of wine, I drank a bottle of
wine. So, I decided that I would manage my consumption at home by only buying those teeny
tiny 250ml bottles. It worked, for a while. Until it didn’t.2. GOING TO THE GYM DIRECTLY
AFTER WORKI figured out that after a good, hard work-out and a cleansing sauna, I felt less like
sitting on my roof terrace and mainlining wine while smoking and staring at the sky. Hallelujah!
So, I started taking my gym bag to work and going directly to the gym from the train station. My
house was a four-minute walk from the station, but I lugged the gym bag around all day
regardless, because I knew if I went home, I’d end up saying ‘fuck it’ and going to get a
bottle.The gym strategy worked for a good long while – a year maybe. Until I started telling
myself that I needed a ‘treat’ for going to the gym, and that treat was, of course, wine.3. ‘FREE
DRINKS PARTIES’ BANEureka! I had it. There appeared to be a direct correlation between my
disgrace-filled ‘what did I doooo?’ blackouts and free drinks parties. I wrote in my little gold book
that clearly free drinks parties were bad news, and that I should avoid them from now on. What
happened as a result? I stopped going to free drinks parties. And started spending way more
money on drinking.4. THE ‘FOUR DAYS A WEEK DRY’ STUNTAt the start of the week, I would
write in my diary which days I could drink, and which days I couldn’t. The plan was to keep
drinking to three nights a week. Easy, right?Except, it didn’t work. I never managed it. Not even



once. My record was three nights off. I could white-knuckle my way through dry nights, but I felt
thoroughly deprived. A thought-loop circled around my brain. ‘I am not drinking. I am not drinking.
I can’t drink tonight. I am not drinking.’I wasn’t drinking, but all I could think about was not-
drinking. I thought it proved I wasn’t addicted, but actually, it proved that I was.5. A UNIT TALLY
RECORD
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wendi L froedge, “My favorite 'quit lit' by far!. I read a lot of what we ex-drinkers fondly refer to as
'quit lit'. Reading other people's journey to sobriety is uplifting and strengthens our resolve.
Katherine Gray's book is my new favorite for many reasons. Her writing is so personable, you
feel like you're chatting with your best friend. Her authenticity and honesty is refreshing, and
while almost all of the quit lit books take you to the bare bones of 'rock bottom' the difference
with Katherine is you never feel like she's embellishing.Everyone's 'rock bottom' is different.
Hopefully, as a society we learn to raise that bottom and make it more acceptable to pursue
sobriety. Alcohol; the only drug you have to justify not taking. Katherine says her rock bottom was
not that bad, not that dramatic, but I disagree. You can feel the pain her drinking was causing
her, can see the toll it took on her relationships. Although she was never that 'bad girl' like Sasha
Scoblic, her bottom was definitely bad enough.I highly recommend this to anyone whether you
think you want to quit or not. It's a great story of courage. It's a great story of self-examination
and having the grit to know when you've hit your maximum. It's proof positive that human beings
are capable of great things, and are stronger than we think. It's important to share our stories,
especially those that highlight our strength and humanity, and Katherine has given us a damn
fine example!”

Cecilia, “Unimaginably effective!!. There are tons of these types of books and Apps, many have
landed in my cart but I felt like they'd all be just another memoir that I couldn't relate to or that
wouldn't inspire me. But holy cow does this one speak to me. She intentionally takes you down
her path of how it all dangerously unfolded and interrupted her life. Just when you think it can't
get worse, it does. All the while she attempts to hang on to a high-profile career. I'm not through
with the book just yet and I don't want it to end. I'm a successful, middle-aged women with
money, friends and great family and drinking is always a part of daily life. I'm also a long-distance
runner, really! The impact of her words and how well she illustrates the danger and
insidiousness of our drinking society and yet how normal we all think this is, is profound. I've
changed my drinking behavior 90%. Many, many nights without. And my choices are incredibly
limited. In sharing my thrills of this book and the positive effects of my mood and looks and
energy, I've been excited to share this new step in my life. I'm ordering this book for friends as
some have stepped up to admit their own drinking concerns, who knew? P.S. I love the book
title!!”

A. Karen Alfke, “It's the Life After that's important. I ordered this on its UK launch date, and was
happy to get it just a week or so later. And while I'm not finished yet, I can already say it's a
wonderful book.There are quite a lot of great books in the 'quit lit' genre -- many of them
wonderful and helpful in their own ways. It's instructive for those of us who are considering a dry
life to have stories to consume to help us make our own way. What's special about Catherine's



focus is her insistence upon making the bulk of the book about negotiating life AFTER booze.
Like the movies that end with the engagement, we miss the meat: what happens after the
wedding? the honeymoon? the first year (the first argument!).A lot of us are looking at the WHY -
why we want to drink less (or not at all); we know what the problem is... but what comes after we
quit? How do we negotiate the awkward moments when we turn down a drink at parties? How
can we navigate the after-work invitations to the bar? WILL WE JUST BE BORING PEOPLE?
The title says it all: there are joys of living the dry life - many of them unexpected. I thank
Catherine for giving us a peek behind the door so we can anticipate those joys for ourselves.”

Anita Symonds, “Highly recommended!. I’ve just put this down and I want to pick it right back up
again and start again. I may now only be a 2 or 3 on the alcohol addiction scale, and a few years
ago I made it a whole year without booze, but now I can see that my life will be better without
alcohol. Gray’s honesty, wit and positivity has dispelled my fears about going teetotal, which
mostly hinge on being seen as boring, or worse, smug and self-suffering.I recommended this for
anyone who feels that they may be depriving themselves if they take that cooling G&T or
warming, relaxing glass of red out of their lives. Alcohol is not needed to get into the spirit of
things!”

AWR, “Well done!. Gray's hard-core and irreverent look at herself as a classless, bottom-line
drunk who is reborn as an interesting, realistic sobriety lover is funny, insightful and worth your
time. She tries to cover as many angles as possible, and for the most part, does so
successfully.She has a way with words that will keep you interested in the next right thing on her
pathway out of the boring life of alcoholism towards the gratitude and clarity that comes with the
sober life.In the end, Gray cracked me up a lot, made me think, and had me rooting for all of us
who decide to get out of the ring for good and leave the drinking life behind. What more can we
ask for? Descriptions like, "It was like he’d just asked me to go catch him a piranha with my bare
hands." Or, "I am always surprised when people now tell me I smell lovely; literally nobody said
that when I was drinking. Probably because I smelled like a barmaid’s apron."”

Unrocklike, “Now I see why it's so well rated..... I ordered this on the basis of the good reviews
without looking too closely at what I was buying. When it arrived I very nearly binned it. I
skimmed through it and thought it would be a boring diary of a woman's drinking and her first
World problems. I'm a man, dealing with staying stopped. How could she help me? Well, I re-
visited the book and I was hooked. She's a very good writer, which is always a plus, but her
'Before and after' story is most captivating. I can feel the anxiety of her hangovers. She also
steers a very balanced course in relation to AA as opposed to other routes to recovery. Her
chapter listing and expounding upon the things she found helpful in her first year are great
ideas. Most people will adopt at least a few of them I believe. I certainly am. If you are a woman
trying to get sober, this will be a great book for you . If you are a man trying to get and stay sober,



yep, it's a great book for you too.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It was the difference I needed. Buying this book won't magically make you
stop drinking, you'll need to want to do that. For me it gave me that final, tiny extra push I needed.
A lot of what the author wrote rang true and it made me look at myself and my drinking in a
slightly different way. Well written with a few funny stories (I'd have liked a couple more) this book
is a very good read and will be another small step in getting the habit under control. I've drank a
bottle of red (or 8 pints of lager) every single night for over 35 years. I'm now on day 45 of not
drinking and I much prefer this state of mind. Thank you for writing this book Catherine, you
helped make my life immeasurably better.  I already know I will never go back to 'living' like that.”

Avid Reader, “Life changing. I’m a heavy drinker and like the author my poison is wine. This is a
fabulous book, funny, scary and absolutely sells the benefits of going sober. I’ve pledged to go
100 days without alcohol, I feel great already - long may it last. If you are in any doubt about your
relationship with alcohol, read this book - it’s awesome!”

Ebook Tops readr Durham united kingdom, “Stunningly brilliant. I knew it would take a woman to
finally tell the drinking game exactly the way it is.By far the best book i have ever read on
drinking.It talks about the things other books don't like how do you dance sober and going to a
party sober and how to leave a party when you are sober.A tremendous amount of hours went
into this book as the content is massive but it gripped me through out. I really felt sorry for
Catherine the way her life was before she quit.She was a wreck. However I would never look
down on someone like that as i know how low and how easy it would be to go so low on the
downward spiral. I went through a phase of drinking on my own in the house when my husband
was on nights and doing the things Catherine did like going to the pub and pulling men.I would
wake up the next day mortified and paranoid that someone saw me and feel that way for weeks. I
drank wine on a weekend awayover the summer and felt like I was in a black hole the next day I
felt so shit and depressed. So Catherine everything you say mirrors my life and I have so much
respect for you that you are brave enough and so honest to say it the way it is. I have no
hesitation giving this book a 5 star as a lot of the time i hum and hah about how many stars to
give a book.So well and eloquently written. I have found my soulmate.”

The book by Catherine Gray has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4,661 people have provided feedback.
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